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How to study your flashcards.

Right/Left arrow keys: Navigate between flashcards.
Up/Down arrow keys: Flip the card between the front and back.
H key: Show hint (3rd side).
A key: Read text to speech.

16 Cards in this Set

Front Back

What is the process of ensuring that agencies within the intelligence Community collect, retain and disseminate information concerning US person only in accordance with Federal law, Executive Orders, DoD directives, regulations and policies? Intelligence Oversight

When was Executive Order EO12333 signed into law? 1981

When was Executive Order EO12333 most recently updated? 2008

Under which President was the Overall guidance for oversight concerning US Persons? President Reagan

Under IO regulations, a United States Person is an individual or organization that is entitled to protection from intelligence operations, specifically unwarranted collection, retention and dissemination of information. (True or False) True

According to what instruction does IO apply to all DON Intel components and governs all Intel activities undertaken by personnel assigned to those components?
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